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Bulgaria must be out of the European Union!
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Bulgaria is European Union state member since January 1 2007. I write this words with deep regret. We
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Bulgarians have already a bitter experience for being in hard conditions, practically the situation in
Bulgaria is like this since the complete fall of Communism in 1991. We've been lied to hav better future
in the European Union over the last years. 6 Years passed since our acceptance in EU and for this years I
can say nothing changed for good in our country. We've seen "how good and bright" future awaits in the
European Union over the last years. It is all lies, nothing changed for good for us Bulgarians, not that the
communism was different but at least in Communism we had some working economy, now with this EU
and all the restrictions (quotas for production), conditions to meet factories to close and reduction of our
Atomic energy blocks, we've been totally wasted. If you walk the street you see the desperation and the
absurdity of everything in my homeland. It is more than clear, that we need change and the only change
can happen if we get out of the European Union. Our politicians made a huge mistake, for lobbying to
join the EU. We become another waste country for Western second hand cars - a car graveyard. The old
and hard to recycle cars has been pushed to my country. Old computers, low quality food from West,
idiotic change of already working systems in the government with dis-functional Computerized ones.
This is a very small list of all the shit we got from the EU. Big food store chains expanded there market,
we are used for cheap labor and a hot-point for call-centers. We Bulgarians are literally used and abused
by Western Civilization. We were bought as white slaves for "candies" and empty promises. If our
politicians don't wake up and see Bulgaria is impossible to survive within the abnormal European Union
our country is doomed. anyways we should not desparate, there is hope for us. God will help us for we've
been tortured for 5 centuries by Turkish, we stopped invasion of Turks to Western Europe historically, we
saved the Jews from extermination during Second World War. Bulgarians have always been a honest and
good minded people. Now with this technological insanity adopted from the west and all the "going
nowhere" of European union we're a miserable victim. Wake up dear Bulgarians, we have nothing in
common with the European Union, neither writing, nor language nor our 15 century culture merges with
most of EU countries. Even in religious aspect we're different. AThe only way with future for Bulgaria is
out of the European Union and join forces with our Russian, Belarusian and other Slavonic brother
nations. Rise brothers and sisters and lobby for Bulgaria being out of the European Union!!!! 

SAY NO TO EUROPEAN UNION - SAY ES TO BULGARIAN FUTURE !!!!
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